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Supplemental Instruction (SI)
Fall 2019 Program Evaluation
Prepared by Neva Lozada, Ed.D.
Fall 2019 saw the beginning of a major expansion of the SI program at Kean University to support
additional courses through the hiring of additional SI Leader staff. This expansion is funded by a $1.5
million U.S. Department of Education Strengthening Institutions program grant that was awarded to
Kean’s SI program, as well as a $1.7 million National Science Foundation grant in partnership with the
department of Computer Science.
During the fall 2019 semester, SI was offered to 1,223 students enrolled in 13 sections of CHEM 1083
(General Chemistry 1); 9 sections of CHEM 1084 (General Chemistry 2); 3 sections of CHEM 2581
(Organic Chemistry 1); 4 sections of CHEM 2582 (Organic Chemistry 2); 20 sections of MATH 1054
(Pre-calculus); 5 sections of CPS 1231 (Fundamentals of Computer Science); and 5 sections of CPS 2231
(Computer Organization and Programming). 28 SI Leaders facilitated 84 hours of sessions each week.

Overall Student Attendance
31% of all enrolled students in SI-supported courses (380/1,223) made 1,805 visits to Supplemental
Instruction (SI) sessions during the fall 2019 semester. Overall visits increased by 368% from fall 2018
(386 visits) to fall 2019 (1,805 visits). The average number of visits per student for the SI program was
4.75, a 40% increase from fall 2018, which averaged 3.39 visits per student.

Of these visits, 28% attended SI sessions for CHEM 1083; 15% attended for CHEM 1084; 29% attended
for CHEM 2581; 16% attended for CHEM 2582; 12% attended for MATH 1054; 5% attended for CPS
1231; and 5% attended for CPS 2231.
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Non-Participant vs. Regular SI Participant Comparison across Courses
Across all SI-supported courses during the fall 2019 semester, the mean final course grade for students
who did not participate in SI was 2.1. The mean final course grade for students who attended SI throughout
the semester was 2.5, representing a 19% increase in average course grade for participants.

Impact of Session Attendance on Course Grade Overall
For the fall 2019 semester, final course grades of SI participants positively correlate with the number of
SI sessions attended. While there is no significant difference found between attending 3-4 and 5-9
sessions, the difference between attending 1-2 sessions (2.3) and attending 10 or more sessions (2.9) is
statistically significant, meaning that the more SI sessions the student attends during the semester, the
higher the grade he or she receives for the targeted course and the fewer number of withdrawals.
Grade

1-2 sessions

3-4 sessions

5-9 sessions

A
AB+
B
BC+
C
D
F
INC
W
Total:
GPA:

18
7
13
14
17
9
29
16
13
2
14
152
2.3

14
6
6
9
11
9
21
7
8
1
18
110
2.4

7
4
6
7
9
12
14
9
5
0
5
78
2.4

10 or more
sessions
10
4
6
3
4
3
6
2
0
0
2
40
2.9
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Non-Participant vs. SI Participant Comparison by Course
CHEM 1083
44% of all students enrolled in CHEM 1083 attended SI at least once during the fall 2019 semester. The
average number of visits per student was 3.8. The mean final course grade for students in CHEM 1083
who did not participate in SI during the fall 2019 semester was 1.6. The mean final course grade for
students who attended SI throughout the semester was 2.4, representing a 50% increase in average course
grade for participants.

CHEM 1084
42% of all students enrolled in CHEM 1084 attended SI at least once during the fall 2019 semester. The
average number of visits per student was 5.1. The mean final course grade for students in CHEM 1084
who did not participate in SI during the fall 2019 semester was 2.4. The mean final course grade for
students who attended SI throughout the semester was 2.9, representing a 21% increase in average course
grade for participants.
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CHEM 2581
72% of all students enrolled in CHEM 2581 attended SI at least once during the fall 2019 semester. The
average number of visits per student was 6. The mean final course grade for students in CHEM 2581 who
did not participate in SI during the fall 2019 semester was 1.8. The mean final course grade for students
who attended SI throughout the semester was 2.2, representing a 22% increase in average course grade
for participants.

CHEM 2582
61% of all students enrolled in CHEM 2582 attended SI at least once during the fall 2019 semester. The
average number of visits per student was 4.9. The mean final course grade for students in CHEM 2582
who did not participate in SI during the fall 2019 semester was 1.7. The mean final course grade for
students who attended SI throughout the semester was 2.0, representing an 18% increase in average course
grade for participants.
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MATH 1054
9% of all students enrolled in MATH 1054 attended SI at least once during the fall 2019 semester. The
average number of visits per student was 2.9. The mean final course grade for students in MATH 1054
who did not participate in SI during the fall 2019 semester was 2.3. The mean final course grade for
students who attended SI throughout the semester was 2.5, representing a 9% increase in average course
grade for participants.

CPS 1231
14% of all students enrolled in CPS 1231 attended SI at least once during the fall 2019 semester. The
average number of visits per student was 2. The mean final course grade for students in CPS 1231 who
did not participate in SI during the fall 2019 semester was 2.5. The mean final course grade for students
who attended SI throughout the semester was 2.6, representing 4% increase in average course grade for
participants.
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CPS 2231
8% of all students enrolled in CPS 2231 attended SI at least once during the fall 2019 semester. The
average number of visits per student was 3.
The mean final course grade for students in CPS 2231 who did not participate in SI during the fall 2019
semester was 2.9. The mean final course grade for students who attended SI throughout the semester was
3.1, representing an 8% increase in average course grade for participants.

Overall Student Satisfaction with SI
On an end-of-semester assessment survey, 89% of SI participants who completed the survey (72/81)
indicated that SI sessions were “extremely helpful” or “very helpful” to their success in the respective
course, and 78% of participants (63/81) indicated that they were “extremely likely” or “very likely” to
attend SI if offered in future courses.
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An open-ended survey prompt that asked participants to share any comments they have regarding their SI
experience attending SI this semester yielded the following qualitative results:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The session helped me understand the class material better.
Although I attend a handful of SI sessions my knowledge in the subject improved somewhat.
Was able to spend more time breaking down the problems vs the lecture
I was able to ask more questions in SI than I would have in class!
Offer tutoring tailored to my weaknesses, homework help too.
Topics taught in class were reassured in the SI sessions.
I know if I go to tutoring I can do better than without it.
The SI took their time to explain a lot of concepts that were difficult to understand and they were
always prepared so they knew what they were teaching us
The SI are helping a lot students and this program should keep running
After going to each session, I did become more confident with the material.
My SI went above and beyond to cover the material I was having trouble with and made it clear
he would help me even outside his work hours.
I was able to practice more with my SI leader in order to learn more about the topic at hand.
There was a lot of material i fid not fully understand during some of my classes and the SI made
sure i understood to a perfect T.
I went to 3 different SI's that were not my specific instructor and they were truly a blessing for me.
I was really struggling in certain classes and it was my fault for going so late but when I did,
everything made sense. Even when I did understand, they clarified for me and made it better.
Honestly, I learned more from my SI then my actual professor. They made the material clear and
they are amazing. I would suggest getting more students to be SI's because they are truly amazing.
The SI sessions did not work out with my schedule so, while I attended the sessions that I could, I
don’t feel that I attended enough to boost my confidence in chemistry
If there was something you weren’t sure about the SI leader was able to help and you could practice
more and more if you needed it.
I was more prepared for classes, quizzes, and exams. Jamie was very helpful!
SI session helped me understand the material well
I would like to say a Huge Thank You to all the SI for their time and help!!!
I was able to understand problems and apply what I learned in class
My SI tutor was great! They showed that they cared about the students and the progress we were
making in the class.
it helped me the most during exams
Group discussions of questions expanded my knowledge and understanding of the course material.
SI should promoted so that everyone hears about it.
It helps go over the material one more time and explain it more thoroughly
Attending the SI sessions helped me to be able to find easier ways to understand the material in
Organic Chemistry II. Which allowed me to feel more confident when taking the quizzes and
exams in class.
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● The only comment I would say to help improve the SI program is to consider having two SI leaders
(if available) in each SI session so then if one SI leader is not sure how to explain a specific topic
of the course, another SI leader being in the session can possibly help the students understand the
material 100%.
● Jamie constantly pushed me to work on complex questions in order for me to feel more confident
when studying on my own. In fact, granting me tools to use when studying outside of SI sessions
such as example problems and key sheets.
● Jamie is an excellent addition to the tutoring SI program. Having someone who is confident and
understands where there may be confusion (in light of experience) helps when students may feel
frustrated or overwhelmed.
● SI helped me tackle hard concepts throughout the semester
● Jamie was a fantastic SI instructor. He was very knowledgeable about all of the orgo 2 material.
● The techniques are simplified and clear
● Jamie was a really good SI instructor, he exceeded expectations. He gave helpful tips on how to
memorize material and broke down key aspects of certain chapters. He was always so positive and
helpful to our SI sessions! I would definitely take all future SI sessions with Jamie! The Si office
should expand more times and days for tutoring sessions, especially in the evenings due to students
having day jobs.
● I didn't have that much confidence but now I do.
● The SI leader would ask if you were having trouble with something or had any questions about a
problem or topic and help work through them
● The instructors went more in details over the concepts
● I knew what expect and they were able to cover different levels of difficulties
● SI tutors were always ready to teach you or clarify any doubt you had, they even met with you
outside sessions to make sure you understood!
● yes the SI better explained material then the professor did.
● Stacy made things clearer
● Perhaps more sessions available, a wider scope of availability because this course is in need of
strong guidance for those who aren't tech savvy
● Stacy did a great job explaining codes that I did not understand
● Attending SI tutoring helped me to feel secure in the topics we were learning in Pre-calculus. It
also helped me to know that my independent studying was going in the right direction.
● I could ask extra questions
● It helped me get a better grade on an exam
● Prior to the session I was getting caught up on some of my coding, after the session I understood
where I was making some of my errors.
● I would try to offer more sessions that are later in the day.
● SI with Steven was very helpful. He teaching skills made organic chemistry easy to understand.
● The SI went through specific problems I was having trouble with, so it immediately increased my
confidence for the upcoming midterm since those were the ones I wasn't too sure on.
● Steven Huertas is an excellent SI leader. Thanks to him I understand better.
● I was able to get extra practice and good explanations
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● Yes, because we did a lot of exercises and the tutors are very helpful. I think I will be lost without
them. Orgo I IS HARD.
● I liked having a reliable source to always ask questions to. I also appreciate the extra practice
questions for review.
● I would've liked if the SI groups were about 10 students at a time rather than 30 students cramped
in a small room, the large number of students in one room was a major reason why i didn't go to
as many SI sessions as i would've liked..
● I liked the teaching style of the SI and how they were able to explain the concepts of the material.
● Maybe have a combined SI study group with all the SI leaders before the midterm & final exams.
● More practice helped the students understand the material more!
● Steve’s the best! Great tutor and knows how to explain things and make it easier for students to
understand.
● Both student teachers were very knowledgeable about the organic chemistry and tried their best to
provide information.
● SI leaders explain concepts that I was not confident about to help me feel more confident in them.
● SI helped explained what we were learning in class.
● I really enjoyed talking Steven SI session he provided a lot of examples and explained everything
clearly and simply.
● I had more information and better understanding of content so I felt more secure
● It was a great help I don't know how I would improve it besides offering more times
● I was able to gain confidence when I attended SI sessions as I was able to understand the topics
more because of it
● When I have gone to the SI that helped to get the information better than in class
● I loved getting answers right
● My SI leader was able to explain in detail the topics I was learning in class.

Faculty Satisfaction with SI Leaders
SI-participating faculty were invited to complete an end-of-term assessment survey to determine their
level of satisfaction with various components of the SI program—21/26 faculty members (81%)
participated. Their responses to each item are indicated in the following table.
Survey Item

My SI Leader
was present and
engaged during
my classes.
My SI Leader
effectively
communicated
with me
throughout the
semester.

Strongl
y
Agree
11

Agre
e

Neutral

Disagre
e

5

1

1

9

6

3

Strongly
Disagre
e
1

1

11
My SI Leader
communicated
with me when
he/she was
unable to attend
lecture.
The SI Leader
was
professional,
organized, and
clear throughout
the semester
I would
recommend rehiring my SI
Leader for next
semester.
The SI
Coordinator
clearly
communicated
to me what my
obligations were
this semester.

11

4

1

12

3

3

15

3

7

7

2

1

The SI
Coordinator
responded to
my questions
effectively.
The SI
Coordinator
clearly
communicated
to me what the
SI Leader’s
obligations were
this semester.
Overall, I am
satisfied with
the SI program.

11

6

2

1

10

4

3

1

13

5

1

1

1

1

An open-ended survey prompt that asked participants to share any comments or suggestions they have for
improving the SI program yielded the following qualitative results:
● It would be good if SI could come to different section he's supporting (move around sections) if
possible
● This is a good idea but I think something needs to change that would encourage more participation
or use of these resources. Many students felt hesitant to attend so it made me feel as though the
program was underutilized. I would suggest a certain number of sessions should have a mandatory
attendance but spread out throughout the semester. Ex: a minimum of 1 to 2 sessions per month.
● Offering online resources (chat rooms/ forums/ etc) as a means of communications
● The SI made herself available to the students, but they didn't take advantage of her assistance.
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● I have full confidence in her abilities in General Chemistry. My students benefited from her
tutelage and guidance the past months and I am hopeful she will be my SI Leader for my CHEM
1084 classes in the Spring so the students have continuity in their SI Leaders. They have built a
rapport with her and she has helped many of them achieve the grades they are achieving. My
recommendations are to have a way to let students know when a session is being canceled. Also,
most professors give exams on the same weeks so maybe have extra hours those weeks.
● Not many students ask for help during her review sessions. If one of the session can move to
Tuesday or Thursday, before or after class, I think that will be better.
● There is an inequity in supporting student needs because an SI Leader was assigned to only one of
the classes. Other than that, I do not have any suggestions for improvement, other than finding
additional ways (?) to improve student participation.
● SI program has been helpful. I was told that SI assigned for my course was originally for the review
sessions after the classroom; not necessarily to help the students for labs, assignments, etc in the
class. I don't think this has been made clear to the SI. I checked with other instructors and some
told me their assigned SIs are very involved in helping students with labs and assignments within
the class. However, my SI helped if students go to him in the class. Some leveraged the SI but very
low percentage (need to be higher). I wish they took more advantage where I reminded students
frequently -especially those who got low grades.
● [The SI Leader] was fantastic! She was helpful and engaged in the classroom. Students would
wander over to her during class. She is an absolute asset to the program.
● [The SI Leader] was organized and pro-active. We had some communication issues but he is a
very intelligent person and has a lot of knowledge to share with students.
● [He] is an excellent SI leader with full command and great enthusiasm for the course material.
Many of my students are regulars at the SI sessions. The performance of these students has
improved significantly throughout the semester. The only criticism I have heard from students
about the SI program is availability. While [the SI Leader] has arranged the best possible sessions
for the students overall, some students still cannot attend any of the sessions. If possible, an
additional SI with complementary availability would be excellent to ensure that all students have
access to the SI program.

Slam the Exam and Write-In
During the fall 2019 term, the Learning Commons and OSS&R collaborated on the inaugural Slam the
Exam and write-In. The idea for Slam the Exam and Write-In is a result of continued collaboration
between the Office of Student Success and Retention and the Learning Commons, more specifically,
Tutoring, Writing, Public Speaking and Supplemental Instruction (SI). There were two primary objectives
for Slam the Exam and Write-In. The first was to offer students an opportunity to prepare for exams, final
papers, and final presentations, in an attempt to get the best possible final grade in their courses and the
second was to create awareness for the academic support services that are offered to students throughout
the semester within the Learning Commons. In total, 168 students participated in the Slam the Exam and
Write-In event. Of these participants, 89% (149/168) attended the event for SI.
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1st Generation Scholars Mentorship Program
Fall 2019 Program Evaluation
Prepared by Elvis Gyan
During the fall 2019 semester, the 1st Generation Scholars Mentorship Program was offered as an
additional layer of support to 50 first-generation first-time freshmen. 35 Kean Alumni self-selected to
serve as mentors for the 50 first generation freshman.

Program Initiatives:
●
●
●
●
●
●

2 Mentor Trainings in August
Invitation to Kean University Welcome Address
1 Kick Off Welcome Dinner in September
Tabling at Homecoming in October
1st Generation Celebration Day in November
Bi-Weekly Email Communication

Professional Development Days:
● 2 sessions of the presentation “Identifying and Supporting the Needs of 1st Generation College
Students”
1st Generation College Student Retention Rates:
97% of FA19 freshmen who identified as a First-Generation student on the College Student Inventory
(CSI) and fully participated in the 1st Generation Scholars Mentorship Program during the fall 2019 term
registered for spring 2020 as compared to their non-participating first-generation peers, of whom, only
88% are registered for the next term.
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1st Generation College Student GPA Comparison:
FA19 freshmen who identified as a First-Generation student on the College Student Inventory (CSI) and
fully participated in the 1st Generation Scholars Mentorship Program during the fall 2019 term finished
the semester with an average cumulative GPA of 3.06. This represents a 14.6% increase in GPA as
compared to their non-participating first-generation peers (2.67).

Communication per month:
#

Answer

%

1

0 times per month

4.17%

2

1-2 times per month

50.00%

3

3-4 times per month

41.67%

4

5+ times per month

4.17%

Total

100%

Primary mode of communication:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Email Contact
Phone Conversation
Texting
Video Chat (i.e. Facetime, Skype, Zoom)
Social Media (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram)
Face to Face Interactions

25.71%
14.29%
31.43%
5.71%
0.00%
22.86%
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Total

100%

Highlights:
● 78% of survey respondents indicated that their communication with their mentor/mentee was
decent and/or very effective
● 100% of survey respondents indicated that Elvis was extremely accessible to their needs and
communication
● 91.67% of survey respondents indicating that they are satisfied, very satisfied, or extremely
satisfied with the 1st Generation Scholars Mentorship Program

Program Satisfaction:
● Elvis has done a great job so far. Keep up the good work and I look forward to seeing the
program succeed and grow as time progresses.
● Great start -- keep it going and evolving.
● Wonderful opportunity for students to connect with alumni. I love that alumni have been given a
chance to give back to Kean and the students.
● It’s a great idea to afford those who are interested in a mentor the opportunity to gain from his or
her mentor's life experiences.
● Meeting new people and making connections.
● Constant communication, open mindedness, very supportive
● The fact that the program focuses on first generation students.

Step-It-Up Program
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Fall 2019 Program Evaluation
Prepared by Jean Brown
The Step-It-Up program supports all students on academic probation (cumulative Kean GPA below 2.0)
through a combination of weekly, one-on-one academic coaching and a series of success workshops, both
facilitated by interns from our graduate counseling program. While this program is voluntary, data from
the 2018-2019 academic year show that 82% of students who participated in Step-It-Up returned to good
academic standing in the subsequent semester. This outcome supported the redesign of the program for
fall 2019 to target increased participation for those students on probation for the second time and facing
academic dismissal.
In fall 2019, 54 students on academic probation for the first time (AP1) and 175 students on academic
probation for the second time (AP2) participated in the Step-It-Up program. Overall, 84% of all
participants returned to good academic standing at the conclusion of the semester (a 2% increase over last
year). Of the students who did not participate in the program, only 23% returned to good academic
standing (above 2.0 cumulative GPA).

In addition, the program redesign to support AP2 students in fall 2019 proved successful: 70% of the AP2
participants returned to good academic standing (above 2.0 cumulative GPA) at the conclusion of fall
2019, whereas in spring 2019, only 52% progressed. This indicates that the targeted participation for this
population should be continued in future semesters.
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A program evaluation survey was distributed to Step-It-Up participants at the end of the fall 2019 semester
to measure the strengths and weaknesses of the program from the student perspective. Of the participants,
36 responded to the survey. Their feedback is indicated below:
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Overall, 100% of survey respondents (36/36) agreed or strongly agreed that having an academic coach
was beneficial during their time in the Step-It-Up program in the fall 2019 semester.
Participant feedback regarding the structure of the Step-It-Up program is indicated below:

Additional qualitative feedback from fall 2019 Step-It-Up program participants included the following:
●
●
●
●
●

I had someone who I felt comfortable talking to and who actually listened.
The one on one conversations with my counselor were very helpful.
Helpful, and direct with the student.
What I like most about this program is how caring and motivating the coaches are.
They were very real and helpful.
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● Keeps you motivated to actually work hard and to change what you are doing in school to do
better.
● It was a cool experience.
● Good support system.
● It really helped me with staying on the right track with school.
● It provided me with the tools to help me succeed.
● It made me accountable for my actions and I received many pointers to help academically.
● It motivated me to do better in classes.
● My coach is always available and talks freely.
● Those coaches were entertaining and brought good points.
● What I liked most was the intention of my coach to help me be a more successful student.
● It helped me to gain more confidence earning my GPA.
● It helped me improve my drive to get a degree.
● It provided me with knowledge on how to better navigate in and out of the classroom.
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Learn, Earn, and Persist (LEAP) Scholarship Program
Fall 2019 Program Evaluation
Prepared by Neva Lozada, Ed.D.
In August 2019, 77 returning sophomores from the fall 2018 cohort were eligible to receive the inaugural
Learn, Earn, and Persist (LEAP) Scholarship for $1,000 toward their fall 2019 tuition. To be eligible for
the scholarship, students must have met the following conditions: returning sophomore status, 3.0 or
higher cumulative Kean GPA, 23 or more credits completed at Kean, Estimated Family Contribution
(EFC) of $1,000 or less, and have a gap between their financial aid package and their fall 2019 tuition.
Below are the outcomes of the fall 2019 LEAP pilot semester.

Of the 77 eligible students, 62 (81%) accepted the scholarship and were placed in on-campus work sites
in which they were assigned projects to complete over the course of the fall 2019 semester as a “give back
to Kean” component of the grant agreement. 13 (21%) of these projects evolved into internships.

Project sites included the following: Administration/Finance; Career Services; International Studies;
College of Liberal Arts; Cougar Pantry; Human Rights Institute; Holocaust Resource Center; Kean
Foundation; Lesniak Institute; Learning Commons; Office of Assessment; Office of Research and
Sponsored Programs; Office of Student Success and Retention; Provost’s Office; Registrar; Residential
Life; Curriculum and Education; Skylands; STEM; Strategic Initiatives; Veteran’s Affairs.
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Of the 62 LEAP scholars, 57 (92%) made satisfactory progress toward their assigned LEAP projects and
were in compliance with the grant agreement; 5 (8%) did not adhere to the grant agreement and were
withdrawn from the LEAP Scholarship Program.

Of the 57 students who remained in compliance with the LEAP Scholarship requirements, 57 (100%)
are registered for the spring 2020 semester.
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Of the 57 students who remained in compliance with the LEAP Scholarship requirements, 44 (77%)
finished the fall 2019 semester with a 3.0 or higher cumulative GPA.

At the conclusion of the fall 2019 semester, the Office of Student Success and Retention solicited
feedback from LEAP students regarding their experiences in the pilot program. 19 LEAP students
(33.3%) responded to the survey. The results are below:
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Please list all of the skills you developed as a result of working on this/these project(s).

Further, 18/19 respondents (95%) indicated that they were proud to be a LEAP Scholar, and 17/19
(89%) indicated that participating in LEAP positively affected their experience at Kean.
Additional feedback from fall 2019 LEAP scholarship recipients included the following:
● I never really talked to the faculty before [the] LEAP scholarship and now I know a couple of
good people.
● I like the idea of helping out on the campus and getting more familiar with it in return for a
scholarship. I think that was a really smart and helpful idea.
● Its mere existence, I think this program is exceptionally beneficial to the students that need it
most.
● The most effective aspect is working with a group of other LEAP scholars. Though I never met
the other scholars that I started working with until this began the specificity of our research made
us closer.
● It gave me a job for the next semester.
● Pairing with advisor and giving students an opportunity to work with professors in our field.

Academic Technology
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Fall 2019 Program Evaluation
Prepared by Gilly Scott

Advise
Accomplishments:
● Engagement Lists and saved views were created for Career Services, Learning Commons, EEO,
Financial Aid, and Probation within Advise, successfully representing stakeholders on the Student
Success Team for each individual student.
● All athletes were coded in the system to align with the criteria “Is student athlete.”
● Saved views were created for each advisor including a list of all advisees as well as advisees who
align with ENR criteria.
●
Ellucian CRM Advise, while working since early fall 2019, the first Enrolled and Not Registered (ENR)
Communication Plan was launched on November 20th, performing outreach via email to 3,096 students
who aligned with the criteria built in the system. Follow-up communication was conducted on a bi-weekly
basis to students who were coded as ENR for the spring 2020 term.
Approximately 150 Faculty Advisors received training on Ellucian CRM Advise over the course of 6
large-group (7-45 participants) trainings and 8 small-group (2-6 participants) trainings. Below is the data
from these trainings:
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Least Effective Parts of the Training:
Participants were prompted to provide feedback if they selected “disagree or strongly disagree” on any of
the questions. Common themes identified included the inconsistencies in the training between the advisor
dashboard and faculty dashboard, a need to understand FERPA as it relates to the system, the pace of the
training being too quick or slow, and the overall need to have additional time to practice within the system.
Most Effective Part of the Training:
Participants reported that the tempo of the training as well as the demonstration and experiential design of
the training was helpful. There was a request for a Training Part II.
Many areas for improvement were addressed and adjusted for training during Professional Development
Days including the correction of the advisor and faculty relationships, explanation of FERPA as it relates
to the system. Additional feedback will be addressed through the Kean University Advise Dashboard via
Google Sites which will include short video tutorials and one-page guides for step-by-step instructions for
navigating the system. While this is a dynamic Google Site, I anticipate this being a fully encompassing
resource by June 2020.
Staff Trainings
Of the 13 staff/administrators who participated in one of three training sessions, the feedback was very
positive with 100% agreeing or strongly agreeing that the objectives were met and found the information
helpful to their work. There was, again the request for additional trainings.

Cougar Climb
During the course of the Fall 2019 term, students were introduced to the Cougar Climb. On November 7th
and December 19th, a mail merge was sent to 100% of first-year students whose first-term enrolled was
FA19 regarding their progress on the Cougar Climb. Below is the data as of December 17, 2019.
STATUS

NUMBER OF
STUDENTS

NOT STARTED

14

1-10%

82

11-25%

747

26-40%

814

41-60%

90

61-79%

0

80-89%

0

90-99%

0
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COMPLETED
Total Path
Participants

0

1747

Students were encouraged in early January to complete portions of the pathway during winter break by
registering for winter term classes, submitting their immunization records, making an appointment with
Career Services, etc. Additionally, we launched the Cougar Climb Street Team. This team of four student
leaders has met throughout the fall term to strategically plan for creating awareness for the Cougar Climb
during the spring 2020 term.

CSI/MYSA
College Student Inventory (CSI)
● Identifies students' non-cognitive motivators for college success.
● Completed during New Student Orientation
● 97% Return Rate (1,793 total respondents)
Students engaged with their data in four ways:
●
●
●
●

Faculty led class discussions related to the Top 10 Indicators for the FA18 class
Faculty assigned a written reflection, allowing students to reflect on their individual report
Advisors used the CSI report as a guide during their SGS advising sessions for spring 2020 term.
Faculty designed an effective delivery method related to the themes and trends specific to their
T2K section.

In addition to students engaging with their student data within their T2K section, Career Services and
the Learning Commons emailed tailored communications based on the students’ interest in studying
abroad and receptivity to academic support services.
Below is a list of the Top 10 Indicators for the FA19 Cohort:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Selecting an academic program
Discussing the qualifications for careers
Discussing the job market for college graduates
Getting help in selecting a career
Getting help with exam skills
Getting help with study habits
Discussing advantages/disadvantages of careers
Meeting new friends
Getting information about clubs and social organizations
Getting help with basic math skills
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Of the 1,793 students who completed the CSI:
● 1,205 scored <63% in their desire to transfer, meaning they had a desire to remain at Kean
University.
● 588 scored between the 69th and 99th percentile for desire to transfer, meaning they had an
interest in transferring.
● For 944 students, Kean University was their 1st choice.
● For 576 students, Kean University was their 2nd choice.
● For 160 students, Kean University was their 3rd choice.
● For 63 students, Kean University was their 4th choice.
● Of those who completed the CSI and scored >4 in dropout proneness (342 total), 214 are not
registered for the SP20 term.
● Of the total population, 849 were extremely interested in employment at Kean University.

Mid-Year Student Assessment (MYSA)
● Follow-Up to the CSI administered between November 4, 2020 and November 22, 2020
● 81% Return Rate (1,401 total respondents)
Below is a summary of the data from the MYSA:
● 19% of students plan to work over 20 hours per week.
● 25% of students reported they "needed a lot more time to study than they expected."
● 88% plan to complete their degree at Kean University.
● Of those who completed the MYSA, 1,028 indicated that they would choose Kean University
again if given the opportunity to do their first semester of college again.
All student reports were shared with their Major Primary Advisor, encouraging them to use the data to
guide their student interactions during the spring 2020 advising sessions in preparation for the fall 2020
term as well as assist in fostering smooth transition from SGS to departmental advising. Some areas of
the that we encouraged highlighting included:

● their Academic Motivations.
● their receptivity to Academic Assistance, Career Guidance, and Financial Guidance. their college
plans, specifically determining the likelihood of them being retained at Kean University through
degree completion.

Targeted Outreach
The Office of Student Success and Retention staff engaged students through a series of comprehensive
outreach strategies to all students who reported that they were either planning on transferring to another
college or university to complete their degree or had not made a decision about their plans for the spring
2020 term.

Based on data from the Mid-Year Student Assessment (MYSA)…
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● 986 students shared that they plan to complete their degree/certificate at this college or
university.
● 51 students shared that they have not made a decision about their plans for next term.
● 95 students shared that they plan to transfer to another college or university to complete their
degree.
● 3 students shared that college is not right for them at this time, and they do not plan to re-enroll
next term.
Of the 51 students who shared that they have not made a decision about their plans for next term…
●
●
●
●
●

33 are registered for the spring 2020 term at Kean University
1 was unsure due to financial reasons
2 were unsure of their career plans and goals
1 had personal reasons for the decision
We were unable to contact 14 of these students

Of the 95 students who shared that they plan to transfer to another college or university to complete their
degree…
●
●
●
●
●
●

77 are registered for the spring term at Kean University
1 is planning on staying after they speak with their major advisor at Kean
2 are leaving for financial reasons
2 are leaving due to proximity to home
4 are leaving for availability of programs at other institutions
We were unable to contact 9 of these students
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Kean Family Day
Fall 2019 Program Evaluation
Prepared by Neva Lozada, Ed.D.

In collaboration with the College of Liberal Arts and other campus partners, OSS&R hosted the first
annual Kean Family Day on October 5, 2019 for families to experience Kean through the eyes of their
students who are currently enrolled. As a retention initiative, this synergistic partnership between student,
family and the institution helps families guide their students to appropriate resources in difficult situations
and students welcome this advice and encouragement from home. Family Day offered both informative
workshops on campus resources as well as family-friendly games and activities, concluding with lunch
and a football game. This event fills a void for current families and students between Open House
(prospective students and their families), Commencement (graduating students and their families), and
Homecoming (alumni and their families). Outcomes of the inaugural Kean Family Day 2019 are indicated
below:
-

Of the 654 attendees, 364 football tickets were validated (56%).
Of the programs offered, Career and Internships (58), Financial Aid and Scholarships (26), Study
Abroad/WKU (16), and the Liberty Hall tour (54) were the most highly attended.
Of the 40 student volunteers who signed up to work Family Day, 100% completed hours.
80% of survey respondents (82 attendees) indicated that they were likely or very likely to attend a
future Family Day event, ranking their overall experience as a 4 or 5 on a 4-point Likert scale.

Suggestions for future Family Day events from both the planning committee and attendees included:
o Change eatery hours to accommodate lunch voucher redemption and allow them to be
redeemable during football game as well
o Change registration process to reduce duplicates on sign-up
o Reserve larger spaces for well-attended programs; eliminate those not attended
o Include a student representative on the planning committee
o Plan additional family and kid-friendly “fun” activities/more carnival-like
o Plug into current monthly themes on campus
o Build in additional incentives/giveaways/swag for students and families

